3
More with Data Types

I

n Chapter 2, we covered all the C# predefined types and briefly
touched on the topic of reference types versus value types. In this chapter, we continue the discussion of data types with further explanation of
the categories of types.
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In addition, we delve into the details of combining data elements
together into tuples—a feature introduced in C# 7.0—followed by grouping
data into sets called arrays. To begin, let’s delve further into understanding value types and reference types.

Categories of Types
All types fall into one of two categories: value types and reference types.
The differences between the types in each category stem from how they
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are copied: Value type data is always copied by value, whereas reference
type data is always copied by reference.

Value Types
Except for åìá²Ëª, all the predefined types in the book so far have been
value types. Variables of value types contain the value directly. In other
words, the variable refers to the same location in memory where the value is
stored. Because of this, when a different variable is assigned the same value,
a copy of the original variable’s value is made to the location of the new
variable. A second variable of the same value type cannot refer to the same
location in memory as the first variable. Consequently, changing the value of
the first variable will not affect the value in the second, as Figure 3.1 demonstrates. In the figure, ËñÊá refers to a particular location in memory that
contains the value Ά΄. After assigning ËñÊá to ËñÊá΄, both variables
will contain the value Ά΄. However, modifying either variable’s value will
not affect the other.
//...

int number1
char letter
float pi
int number2

int number1 = 42;

42
'A'
3.14F
42

char letter = 'A';
float pi = 3.14F;
int number2 = number1;
//...

Stack

Figure 3.1: Value Types Contain the Data Directly

Similarly, passing a value type to a method such as ÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮϯ
will result in a memory copy, and any changes to the parameter inside the
method will not affect the original value within the calling function. Since
value types require a memory copy, they generally should be defined to
consume a small amount of memory; value types should almost always be
less than 16 bytes in size.

Reference Types
By contrast, the value of a variable of reference type is a reference to a storage location that contains data. Reference types store the reference where
the data is located instead of storing the data directly, as value types do.

Categories of Types

Therefore, to access the data, the runtime reads the memory location out of the
variable and then “jumps” to the location in memory that contains the data.
The memory area of the data a reference type points to is called the heap (see
Figure 3.2).
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int number1
char letter
float pi
int number2
string text
StringReader reader

//...
int number1 = 42;
char letter = 'A';
float pi = 3.14F;
int number2 = number1;
//...

using System.IO;
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//...
string text =
"A cacophony of ramblings
from my potpourri of notes";
StringReader reader =
new StringReader(text);
//...
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Figure 3.2: Reference Types Point to the Heap

A reference type does not require the same memory copy of the data
that a value type does, which makes copying reference types far more
efficient than copying large value types. When assigning the value of one
reference type variable to another reference type variable, only the reference is copied, not the data referred to. In practice, a reference is always
the same size as the “native size” of the processor: A 32-bit processor
will copy a 32-bit reference, a 64-bit processor will copy a 64-bit reference,
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and so on. Obviously, copying the small reference to a large block of data
is faster than copying the entire block, as a value type would.
Since reference types copy a reference to data, two different variables can
refer to the same data. If two variables refer to the same object, changing
a field of the object through one variable causes the effect to be seen when
accessing the field via another variable. This happens both for assignment
and for method calls. Therefore, a method can affect the data of a reference
type, and that change can be observed when control returns to the caller. For
this reason, a key factor when choosing between defining a reference type
or a value type is whether the object is logically like an immutable value of
fixed size (and therefore possibly a value type), or logically a mutable thing
that can be referred to (and therefore likely to be a reference type).
Besides åìá²Ëª and any custom classes such as VáÒªáÊ, all types discussed so far are value types. However, most types are reference types.
Although it is possible to define custom value types, it is relatively rare to
do so in comparison to the number of custom reference types.

ª²Ë΄ϛ

Nullable Modifier
Value types cannot usually be assigned ËñÄÄ because, by definition, they
cannot contain references, including references to nothing. However, this
presents a problem because we frequently wish to represent values that are
“missing.” When specifying a count, for example, what do you enter if the count
is unknown? One possible solution is to designate a “magic” value, such as
Ѐ or ²ËìϛCĂsÄñ, but these are valid integers. Rather, it is desirable to
assign ËñÄÄ to the value type because it is not a valid integer.
To declare variables of value type that can store ËñÄÄ, you use the nullable modifier, Ϝ. This feature, which was introduced with C# 2.0, appears
in Listing 3.1.
Listing 3.1: Using the Nullable Modifier
åìì²üÒ²C²ËϮϯ
Ϫ
²ËìϜÒñËìйËñÄÄϠ
Ò
Ϫ
ϡϡϛϛϛ
ϫ
ý¯²ÄϮÒñËìййËñÄÄϯϠ
ϫ

Nullable Modifier

Assigning ËñÄÄ to value types is especially attractive in database programming. Frequently, value type columns in database tables allow ËñÄÄ values.
Retrieving such columns and assigning them to corresponding fields within
C# code is problematic, unless the fields can contain ËñÄÄ as well. Fortunately,
the nullable modifier is designed to handle such a scenario specifically.
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Implicitly Typed Local Variables
C# 3.0 added a contextual keyword, üá , for declaring an implicitly
typed local variable. As long as the code initializes a variable at declaration time with an expression of unambiguous type, C# 3.0 and later allow
for the variable data type to be implied rather than stated, as shown in
Listing 3.2.
Listing 3.2: Working with Strings
ÄååhÞÞáå
Ϫ
åìì²üÒ²C²ËϮϯ
Ϫ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ìϮϞËìáìĂìϕϞϯϠ
üáìĂìй]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛY=²ËϮϯϠ
ϡϡYìñáËËýåìá²Ëª²ËñÞÞáå
üáñÞÞáåйìĂìϛcÒhÞÞáϮϯϠ

]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮñÞÞáåϯϠ
ϫ
ϫ

This listing is different from Listing 2.18 in two ways. First, rather than
using the explicit data type åìá²Ëª for the declaration, Listing 3.2 uses üá.
The resultant CIL code is identical to using åìá²Ëª explicitly. However, üá
indicates to the compiler that it should determine the data type from the value
(]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛY=²ËϮϯ) that is assigned within the declaration.
Second, the variables ìĂì and ñÞÞáå are initialized by their declarations. To not do so would result in an error at compile time. As mentioned earlier, the compiler determines the data type of the initializing
expression and declares the variable accordingly, just as it would if the
programmer had specified the type explicitly.
Although using üá rather than the explicit data type is allowed, consider avoiding such use when the data type is known—for example, use
åìá²Ëª for the declaration of ìĂì and ñÞÞáå. Not only does this

ª²Ë΅ϛ
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make the code more understandable, but it also verifies that the data type
returned by the right-hand side expression is the type expected. When
using a üá-declared variable, the right-hand side data type should be
obvious; if it isn’t, use of the üá declaration should be avoided.

Guidelines
AVOID using implicitly typed local variables unless the data type of
the assigned value is obvious.

Language Contrast: C++/Visual Basic/JavaScript—üÒ²ϑ,
sá²Ëì, and üá
An implicitly typed variable is not the equivalent of üÒ²ϑ in C++, a sá²Ëì in Visual
Basic, or üá in JavaScript. In each of these cases, the variable declaration is not very
restrictive because the variable may be assigned a value of any type, just as can be done
in C# with a variable declaration of type Ò¾ì. In contrast, üá is definitively typed by
the compiler; once established at declaration, the type may not change, and type checks
and member calls are verified at compile time.

ADVANCED TOPIC

΅ϛ

Anonymous Types
Support for üá was added to the language in C# 3.0 to permit use of anonymous types. Anonymous types are data types that are declared “on the fly”
within a method rather than through explicit class definitions, as shown in
Listing 3.3. (See Chapter 15 for more details on anonymous types.)
Listing 3.3: Implicit Local Variables with Anonymous Types
ÄååVáÒªáÊ
Ϫ
åìì²üÒ²C²ËϮϯ
Ϫ
üáÞìËìй
ËýϪc²ìÄйϞ²©ÒÄåϞϖ
záJ©VñÄ²ì²ÒËйϞΉΊΆϞϫϠ
üáÞìËì΄й
ËýϪc²ìÄйϞV¯ÒËÒªáÞ¯Ϟϖ
záJ©VñÄ²ì²ÒËйϞΊΉΉϞϫϠ

Tuples
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]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞϪÞìËìϛc²ìÄϫϮϪÞìËìϛzáJ©VñÄ²ì²ÒËϫϯϞϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞϪÞìËì΄ϛc²ìÄϫϮϪÞìËì΄ϛzáJ©VñÄ²ì²ÒËϫϯϞϯϠ
ϫ
ϫ

The corresponding output is shown in Output 3.1.
Output 3.1
Bifocals (1784)
Phonograph (1877)

Listing 3.3 demonstrates the anonymous type assignment to an implicitly typed (üá) local variable. This type of operation provided critical
functionality in tandem with C# 3.0 support for joining (associating) data
types or reducing the size of a particular type down to fewer data elements. However, C# 7.0 introduces syntax for tuples, which all but replaces
the need for anonymous types.

Tuples
On occasion, you will find it useful to combine data elements together.
Consider, for example, information about a country such as the poorest
country in the world in 2017: Malawi, whose capital is Lilongwe, with a
GDP per capita of $226.50. Given the constructs we have established so far,
we could store each data element in individual variables, but the result
would be no association of the data elements together. That is, $226.50 would
have no association with Malawi except perhaps by a common suffix or
prefix in the variable names. Another option would be to combine all the
data into a single string with the disadvantage that to work with each data
element individually would require parsing it out.
C# 7.0 provides a third option, a tuple. Tuples allow you to combine
the assignment to each variable in a single statement as shown here with
country data:
Ϯåìá²ËªÒñËìáăϖåìá²ËªÞ²ìÄϖÒñÄªÞVáÞ²ìϯй
ϮϞCÄý²ϞϖϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϖ΄΄Έϛ·ϯϠ

Tuples have several additional syntax possibilities, each shown in Table 3.1.

Ë΅ϛ

ª²ËΉϛ

Assign a tuple to individually declared
variables.

Assign a tuple to individually declared variables that are pre-declared.

Assign a tuple to individually declared and
implicitly typed variables.

Assign a tuple to individually declared
variables that are implicitly typed with a
distributive syntax.

Declare a named item tuple and assign it tuple
values, and then access the tuple items by
name.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Description

Ϯåìá²ËªDÊϖåìá²ËªÞ²ìÄϖÒñÄ&ÞVáÞ²ìϯÒñËìáă.Ë©Òй
ϮϞCÄý²ϞϖϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϖ΄΄Έϛ·ϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СաϞc¯ÞÒÒáåìÒñËìáă²Ëì¯ýÒáÄ²Ë΄ΉýåϪ
ÒñËìáă.Ë©ÒϛDÊϫϖϪÒñËìáă.Ë©ÒϛÞ²ìÄϫϕϪ
ÒñËìáă.Ë©Òϛ&ÞVáÞ²ìϫϞϯϠ

üáϮÒñËìáăϖÞ²ìÄϖªÞVáÞ²ìϯй
ϮϞCÄý²ϞϖϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϖ΄΄Έϛ·ϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СաϞc¯ÞÒÒáåìÒñËìáă²Ëì¯ýÒáÄ²Ë΄ΉýåϪ
ÒñËìáăϫϖϪÞ²ìÄϫϕϪªÞVáÞ²ìϫϞϯϠ

ϮüáÒñËìáăϖüáÞ²ìÄϖüáªÞVáÞ²ìϯй
ϮϞCÄý²ϞϖϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϖ΄΄Έϛ·ϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СաϞc¯ÞÒÒáåìÒñËìáă²Ëì¯ýÒáÄ²Ë΄ΉýåϪ
ÒñËìáăϫϖϪÞ²ìÄϫϕϪªÞVáÞ²ìϫϞϯϠ

ϮÒñËìáăϖÞ²ìÄϖªÞVáÞ²ìϯй
ϮϞCÄý²ϞϖϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϖ΄΄Έϛ·ϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СաϞc¯ÞÒÒáåìÒñËìáă²Ëì¯ýÒáÄ²Ë΄ΉýåϪ
ÒñËìáăϫϖϪÞ²ìÄϫϕϪªÞVáÞ²ìϫϞϯϠ

åìá²ËªÒñËìáăϠ
åìá²ËªÞ²ìÄϠ
ÒñÄªÞVáÞ²ìϠ

Ϯåìá²ËªÒñËìáăϖåìá²ËªÞ²ìÄϖÒñÄªÞVáÞ²ìϯй
ϮϞCÄý²ϞϖϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϖ΄΄Έϛ·ϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СաϞc¯ÞÒÒáåìÒñËìáă²Ëì¯ýÒáÄ²Ë΄ΉýåϪ
ÒñËìáăϫϖϪÞ²ìÄϫϕϪªÞVáÞ²ìϫϞϯϠ

Example Code

Ήϛ

1.

Example

Table 3.1: Sample Code for Tuple Declaration and Assignment
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Assign a named item tuple to a single implicitly
typed variable that is implicitly typed, and
then access the tuple items by name.

Assign an unnamed tuple to a single implicitly
typed variable, and then access the tuple
elements by their item-number property.

Assign a named item tuple to a single implicitly
typed variable, and then access the tuple items
by their item-number property.

Discard portions of the tuple with underscores.

Tuple element names can be inferred from variable and property names (starting in C# 7.1).

7.

8.

9.

10.

Description

6.

Example

üáÒñËìáă.Ë©Òй
ϮÒñËìáăϖÞ²ìÄϖªÞVáÞ²ìϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СաϞc¯ÞÒÒáåìÒñËìáă²Ëì¯ýÒáÄ²Ë΄ΉýåϪ
ÒñËìáă.Ë©ÒϛÒñËìáăϫϖϪÒñËìáă.Ë©ÒϛÞ²ìÄϫϕϪ
ÒñËìáă.Ë©ÒϛªÞVáÞ²ìϫϞϯϠ

åìá²ËªÒñËìáăйϞCÄý²ϞϠ
åìá²ËªÞ²ìÄйϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϠ
ÒñÄªÞVáÞ²ìй΄΄Έϛ·Ϡ

Ϯåìá²ËªËÊϖϣϖÒñÄªÞVáÞ²ìϯÒñËìáă.Ë©Òй
ϮϞCÄý²ϞϖϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϖ΄΄Έϛ·ϯϠ

üáÒñËìáă.Ë©Òй
ϮDÊϕϞCÄý²ϞϖÞ²ìÄϕϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϖ&ÞVáÞ²ìϕ΄΄Έϛ·ϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СաϞc¯ÞÒÒáåìÒñËìáă²Ëì¯ýÒáÄ²Ë΄ΉýåϪ
ÒñËìáă.Ë©Òϛ.ìÊϫϖϪÒñËìáă.Ë©Òϛ.ìÊ΄ϫϕϪ
ÒñËìáă.Ë©Òϛ.ìÊ΅ϫϞϯϠ

üáÒñËìáă.Ë©Òй
ϮϞCÄý²ϞϖϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϖ΄΄Έϛ·ϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СաϞc¯ÞÒÒáåìÒñËìáă²Ëì¯ýÒáÄ²Ë΄ΉýåϪ
ÒñËìáă.Ë©Òϛ.ìÊϫϖϪÒñËìáă.Ë©Òϛ.ìÊ΄ϫϕϪ
ÒñËìáă.Ë©Òϛ.ìÊ΅ϫϞϯϠ

üáÒñËìáă.Ë©Òй
ϮDÊϕϞCÄý²ϞϖÞ²ìÄϕϞ=²ÄÒËªýϞϖ&ÞVáÞ²ìϕ΄΄Έϛ·ϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СաϞc¯ÞÒÒáåìÒñËìáă²Ëì¯ýÒáÄ²Ë΄ΉýåϪ
ÒñËìáă.Ë©ÒϛDÊϫϖϪÒñËìáă.Ë©ÒϛÞ²ìÄϫϕϪ
ÒñËìáă.Ë©Òϛ&ÞVáÞ²ìϫϞϯϠ

Example Code

Table 3.1: Sample Code for Tuple Declaration and Assignment (continued)

Tuples
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In the first four examples, and although the right-hand side represents
a tuple, the left-hand side still represents individual variables that are
assigned together using tuple syntax, a syntax involving two or more elements separated by commas and associated together with parentheses.
(I use the term tuple syntax because the underlying data type that the compiler generates on the left-hand side isn’t technically a tuple.) The result
is that although we start with values combined as a tuple on the right,
the assignment to the left deconstructs the tuple into its constituent parts.
In example 2, the left-hand side assignment is to pre-declared variables.
However, in examples 1, 3, and 4, the variables are declared within the
tuple syntax. Given that we are only declaring variables, the naming and
casing convention follows the guidelines we discussed in Chapter 1: “DO
use camelCase for local variable names,” for example.
Note that although implicit typing (üá) can be distributed across each
variable declaration within the tuple syntax, as shown in example 4, you
cannot do the same with an explicit type (such as åìá²Ëª). Since tuples
allow each item to be a different data type, distributing the explicit type
name across all elements wouldn’t necessarily work unless all the item
data types were identical (and even then, the compiler doesn’t allow it).
In example 5, we declare a tuple on the left-hand side and then assign
the tuple on the right. Note that the tuple has named items, names that
we can then reference to retrieve the item values back out of the tuple.
This is what enables ÒñËìáă.Ë©ÒϛDÊ, ÒñËìáă.Ë©ÒϛÞ²ìÄ, and
ÒñËìáă.Ë©Òϛ&ÞVáÞ²ì syntax in the ]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²Ë
statement. The result of the tuple declaration on the left is a grouping of
the variables into a single variable (ÒñËìáă.Ë©Ò) from which you can then
access the constituent parts. This is useful because, as we discuss in Chapter 4, you can then pass this single variable around to other methods, and
those methods will also be able to access the individual items within the tuple.
As already mentioned, variables defined using tuple syntax use
camelCase. However, the convention for tuple item names is not well
defined. Suggestions include using parameter naming conventions when
the tuple behaves like a parameter—such as when returning multiple
values that before tuple syntax would have used out parameters. The
alternative is to use PascalCase, following the naming convention for
members of a type (properties, functions, and public fields, as discussed
in Chapters 5 and 6). I strongly favor the latter approach of PascalCase,

Tuples

consistent with the casing convention of all member identifiers in C# and
.NET. Even so, since the convention isn’t broadly agreed upon, I use the
word CONSIDER rather than DO in the guideline, “CONSIDER using
PascalCasing for all tuple item names.”

Guidelines
DO use camelCasing for variable declarations using tuple syntax.
CONSIDER using PascalCasing for all tuple item names.

Example 6 provides the same functionality as Example 5, although it uses
named tuple items on the right-hand side tuple value and an implicit type
declaration on the left. The items’ names are persisted to the implicitly typed
variable, however, so they are still available for the tá²ì=²Ë statement.
Of course, this opens up the possibility that you could name the items on the
left-hand side with different names than what you use on the right. While
the C# compiler allows this, it will issue a warning that the item names on
the right will be ignored, as those on the left will take precedence.
If no item names are specified, the individual elements are still available from the assigned tuple variable. However, the names are .ìÊ,
.ìÊ΄, ϛϛϛ, as shown in Example 7. In fact, the .ìÊy names are always
available on the tuple even when custom names are provided (see Example 8). However, when using integrated development environment (IDE)
tools such as one of the recent flavors of Visual Studio (one that supports
C# 7.0), the .ìÊy property will not appear within the IntelliSense
dropdown—a good thing, since presumably the provided name is preferable. As shown in Example 9, portions of a tuple assignment can be discarded using an underscore—referred to as a discard.
The ability to infer the tuple item names as shown in example 10 isn't
introduced until C# 7.1. As the example demonstrates, the item name within
the tuple can be inferred from a variable name or even a property name.
Tuples are a lightweight solution for encapsulating data into a single
object in the same way that a bag might capture miscellaneous items you
pick up from the store. Unlike arrays (which we discuss next), tuples contain item data types that can vary without constraint1 except that they are
1. Technically, they can’t be pointers—a topic we don’t introduce until Chapter 21.
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identified by the code and cannot be changed at runtime. Also, unlike with
arrays, the number of items within the tuple is hardcoded at compile time
as well. Lastly, you cannot add custom behavior to a tuple (extension methods notwithstanding). If you need behavior associated with the encapsulated data, then leveraging object-oriented programming and defining a
class is the preferred approach—a concept we begin exploring in depth in
Chapter 6.

ADVANCED TOPIC

The ]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфϛϛϛн Type
The C# compiler generates code that relies on a set of generic value types
(structs), such as ]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфcϖ c΄ϖ c΅н, as the underlying implementation for the tuple syntax for all tuple instances on the
right-hand side of the examples in Table 3.1. Similarly, the same set of
]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфϛϛϛн generic value types is used for the left-hand side
data type starting with example 5. As we would expect with a tuple type,
the only methods included are those related to comparison and equality.
Given that the custom item names and their types are not included in
the ]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфϛϛϛн definition, how is it possible that each custom item name is seemingly a member of the ]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфϛϛϛн
type and accessible as a member of that type? What is surprising (particularly for those familiar with the anonymous type implementation) is that
the compiler does not generate underlying CIL code for the members corresponding to the custom names. However, even without an underlying
member with the custom name, there is (seemingly), from the C# perspective, such a member.
For all the named tuple examples in Table 3.1, it is clearly possible that
the names could be known by the compiler for the remainder of the scope
of the tuple, since the said scope is bounded within the member in which
it is declared. And, in fact, the compiler (and IDE) quite simply rely on this
scope to allow accessing each item by name. In other words, the compiler
looks at the item names within the tuple declaration and leverages them to
allow code that uses those names within the scope. It is for this reason as well
that the .ìÊy names are not shown in the IDE IntelliSense as available
members on the tuple (the IDE simply ignores them and replaces them
with the explicit named items).

Tuples

Determining the item names from those scoped within a member is
reasonable for the compiler, but what happens when a tuple is exposed
outside the member, such as a parameter or return from a method that is
in a different assembly (for which there is possibly no source code available)? For all tuples that are part of the API (whether a public or private
API), the compiler adds item names to the metadata of the member in the
form of attributes. For example, the C# equivalent of what the compiler
generates for
ÞñÄ²Ϯåìá²Ëª%²áåìϖåìá²Ëª]ÒËϯVáåDÊåϮåìá²Ëª©ñÄÄDÊϯ

is shown in Listing 3.4.
Listing 3.4: The C# Equivalent of Compiler-Generated CIL Code for a sÄñcñÞÄ return
ϬáìñáËϕ]ăåìÊϛYñËì²ÊϛÒÊÞ²Äá]áü²åϛcñÞÄÄÊËìDÊåϮËýåìá²ËªϬϭ
ϪϞ%²áåìϞϖϞ]ÒËϞϫϯϭ
ÞñÄ²]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфåìá²Ëªϖåìá²ËªнVáåDÊåϮåìá²Ëª©ñÄÄDÊϯ
Ϫ
ϡϡϛϛϛ
ϫ

On a related note, C# 7.0 does not enable the use of custom item names
when using the explicit ]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфϛϛϛн data type. Therefore, if
you replace üá in Example 8 of Table 3.1, you will end up with warnings
that each item name will be ignored.
Here are a few additional miscellaneous facts to keep in mind about
]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфϛϛϛн.
• There are eight generic ]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфϛϛϛнs corresponding to

the possibility of supporting tuple with up to seven items. For the
eighth tuple, ]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфcϖc΄ϖc΅ϖcΆϖc·ϖcΈϖcΉϖcYåìн,
the last type parameter allows specifying an additional sÄñcñÞÄ,
thus enabling support for n items. If, for example, you specify a tuple
with 8 parameters, the compiler will automatically generate a
]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфcϖ c΄ϖ c΅ϖ cΆϖ c·ϖ cΈϖ cΉϖ ]ăåìÊ
ϛsÄñcñÞÄфc]ñнн as the underlying implementing type. (For

completeness, the ]ăåìÊϛsÄñфcн exists but will rarely be used,
since the C# tuple syntax requires a minimum of two items.)
• There is a nongeneric ]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄ that serves as a tuple factory

with áìϮϯ methods corresponding to each sÄñcñÞÄ arity. The
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ease of using a tuple literal üáìйϮϞ.Ë²ªÒCÒËìÒăϞϖΆ΄ϯ supersedes the áìϮϯ method at least for C# 7.0 (or later) programmers.
• For all practical purposes, C# developers can essentially ignore
]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄ and ]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфcн.

ª²ËΈϛ

ËΈϛ

ËΉϛ

There is another tuple type that was first included with the Microsoft
.NET Framework 4.5: ]ăåìÊϛcñÞÄфϛϛϛн. At the time it was included,
it was expected to be the core tuple implementation going forward.
However, once C# supported tuple syntax, it was realized that a value
type was generally more performant, and so ]ăåìÊϛsÄñcñÞÄфϛϛϛн
was introduced—effectively replacing ]ăåìÊϛcñÞÄфϛϛϛн in all cases
except backward compatibility with existing APIs that depend on
]ăåìÊϛcñÞÄфϛϛϛн.

Arrays
One particular aspect of variable declaration that Chapter 1 didn’t cover
is array declaration. With array declaration, you can store multiple items
of the same type using a single variable and still access them individually
using the index when required. In C#, the array index starts at zero. Therefore, arrays in C# are zero based.

BEGINNER TOPIC

Arrays
Arrays provide a means of declaring a collection of data items that are
of the same type using a single variable. Each item within the array is
uniquely designated using an integer value called the index. The first item
in a C# array is accessed using index 0. Programmers should be careful to
specify an index value that is less than the array size. Since C# arrays are
zero based, the index for the last element in an array is one less than the
total number of items in the array.
For beginners, it is helpful sometimes to think of the index as an offset.
The first item is zero away from the start of the array. The second item is
one away from the start of the array—and so on.

Arrays

Arrays are a fundamental part of nearly every programming language,
so they are required learning for virtually all developers. Although arrays
are frequently used in C# programming, and necessary for the beginner to
understand, most programs now use generic collection types rather than
arrays when storing collections of data. Therefore, readers should skim
over the following section, “Declaring an Array,” simply to become familiar
with their instantiation and assignment. Table 3.2 provides the highlights
of what to note. Generic collections are covered in detail in Chapter 15.
Table 3.2: Array Highlights

Description

Example

Declaration
Note that the brackets
appear with the data type.
Multidimensional arrays
are declared using commas, where the comma+1
specifies the number of
dimensions.

åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåϠϡϡÒËЀ²ÊËå²ÒËÄ
²ËìϬϖϭÄÄåϠϡϡìýÒЀ²ÊËå²ÒËÄ

Assignment
The Ëý keyword and the
corresponding data type are
optional at declaration time.
Following declaration, the
Ëý keyword is required
when instantiating an array.
Arrays can be assigned
without literal values. As a
result, the value of each item
in the array is initialized to
its default.
If no literal values are provided, the size of the array
must be specified. (The size
does not have to be a constant; it can be a variable
calculated at runtime.)
Starting with C# 3.0, specifying the data type is optional.

åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåйϪϞϚϞϖϞJJ=ϞϖϞ9üϞϖ
ϞѐѐϞϖϞs²åñÄå²ϞϖϞVåÄϞϖ
Ϟ%ÒáìáËϞϖϞ=²åÞϞϖϞ9ϚϞϫϠ
ÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϠ
ÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϪϞϚϞϖϞJJ=ϞϖϞ9üϞϖ
ϞѐѐϞϖϞs²åñÄå²ϞϖϞVåÄϞϖ
Ϟ%ÒáìáËϞϖϞ=²åÞϞϖϞ9ϚϞϫϠ

©ñÄì Keyword

²ËìÒñËìй©ñÄìϮ²ËìϯϠ

ϡϡCñÄì²²ÊËå²ÒËÄááăåå²ªËÊËì
ϡϡË²Ë²ì²Ä²Ĉì²ÒË
²ËìϬϖϭÄÄåй²ËìϬ΅ϖ΅ϭϠ
ÄÄåйϪ
Ϫϖϖ΄ϫϖ
Ϫϖ΄ϖϫϖ
Ϫϖ΄ϖϫ
ϫϠ

The explicit default of any
data type is available using
the ©ñÄì operator.
continues
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Table 3.2: Array Highlights (continued)

Description

Example

Accessing an Array
Arrays are zero based, so the
first element in an array is at
index 0.
The square brackets are
used to store and retrieve
data from an array.

åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϪ
ϞϚϞϖϞJJ=ϞϖϞ9üϞϖ
ϞѐѐϞϖϞs²åñÄå²ϞϖϞVåÄϞϖ
Ϟ%ÒáìáËϞϖϞ=²åÞϞϖϞ9ϚϞϫϠ
ϡϡ]üϞѐѐϞìÒüá²ÄÄÄÄËªñª
åìá²ËªÄËªñªйÄËªñªåϬ΅ϭϠ
ϡϡåå²ªËϞ9üϞìÒì¯ѐѐÞÒå²ì²ÒË
ÄËªñªåϬ΅ϭйÄËªñªåϬ΄ϭϠ
ϡϡåå²ªËÄËªñªìÒÄÒì²ÒËÒ©Ϟ9üϞ
ÄËªñªåϬ΄ϭйÄËªñªϠ

In addition, the final section of this chapter, “Common Array Errors,”
provides a review of some of the array idiosyncrasies.

Declaring an Array
In C#, you declare arrays using square brackets. First, you specify the element type of the array, followed by open and closed square brackets; then
you enter the name of the variable. Listing 3.5 declares a variable called
ÄËªñªå to be an array of strings.
Listing 3.5: Declaring an Array
åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåϠ

Obviously, the first part of the array identifies the data type of the elements within the array. The square brackets that are part of the declaration
identify the rank, or the number of dimensions, for the array; in this case,
it is an array of rank 1. These two pieces form the data type for the variable
ÄËªñªå.

Language Contrast: C++ and Java—Array Declaration
The square brackets for an array in C# appear immediately following the data type
instead of after the variable declaration. This practice keeps all the type information
together instead of splitting it up both before and after the identifier, as occurs in C++
and Java.

Arrays

Listing 3.5 defines an array with a rank of 1. Commas within the square
brackets define additional dimensions. Listing 3.6, for example, defines a
two-dimensional array of cells for a game of chess or tic-tac-toe.
Listing 3.6: Declaring a Two-Dimensional Array
ϡϡ՟՟
ϡϡЀЀЀѐЀЀЀѐЀЀЀ
ϡϡ՟՟
ϡϡЀЀЀѐЀЀЀѐЀЀЀ
ϡϡ՟՟
²ËìϬϖϭÄÄåϠ

In Listing 3.6, the array has a rank of 2. The first dimension could correspond to cells going across and the second dimension to cells going down.
Additional dimensions are added, with additional commas, and the total
rank is one more than the number of commas. Note that the number of items
that occur for a particular dimension is not part of the variable declaration.
This is specified when creating (instantiating) the array and allocating space
for each element.

Instantiating and Assigning Arrays
Once an array is declared, you can immediately fill its values using a
comma-delimited list of items enclosed within a pair of curly braces. Listing 3.7 declares an array of strings and then assigns the names of nine
languages within curly braces.
Listing 3.7: Array Declaration with Assignment
åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåйϪϞϚϞϖϞJJ=ϞϖϞ9üϞϖ
ϞѐѐϞϖϞs²åñÄå²ϞϖϞVåÄϞϖ
Ϟ%ÒáìáËϞϖϞ=²åÞϞϖϞ9ϚϞϫϠ

The first item in the comma-delimited list becomes the first item in the
array, the second item in the list becomes the second item in the array, and
so on. The curly brackets are the notation for defining an array literal.
The assignment syntax shown in Listing 3.6 is available only if
you declare and assign the value within one statement. To assign the
value after declaration requires the use of the keyword Ëý, as shown in
Listing 3.8.
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Listing 3.8: Array Assignment Following Declaration
åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåϠ
ÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϪϞϚϞϖϞJJ=ϞϖϞ9üϞϖ
ϞѐѐϞϖϞs²åñÄå²ϞϖϞVåÄϞϖ
Ϟ%ÒáìáËϞϖϞ=²åÞϞϖϞ9ϚϞϫϠ

Starting in C# 3.0, specifying the data type of the array (åìá²Ëª) following
Ëý is optional as long as the compiler is able to deduce the element type of
the array from the types of the elements in the array initializer. The square
brackets are still required.
C# also allows use of the Ëý keyword as part of the declaration statement, so it allows the assignment and the declaration shown in Listing 3.9.
Listing 3.9: Array Assignment with Ëý during Declaration
åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϪ
ϞϚϞϖϞJJ=ϞϖϞ9üϞϖ
ϞѐѐϞϖϞs²åñÄå²ϞϖϞVåÄϞϖ
Ϟ%ÒáìáËϞϖϞ=²åÞϞϖϞ9ϚϞϫϠ

The use of the Ëý keyword tells the runtime to allocate memory for the
data type. It instructs the runtime to instantiate the data type—in this
case, an array.
Whenever you use the Ëý keyword as part of an array assignment, you
may also specify the size of the array within the square brackets. Listing 3.10
demonstrates this syntax.
Listing 3.10: Declaration and Assignment with the Ëý Keyword
åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϪ
ϞϚϞϖϞJJ=ϞϖϞ9üϞϖ
ϞѐѐϞϖϞs²åñÄå²ϞϖϞVåÄϞϖ
Ϟ%ÒáìáËϞϖϞ=²åÞϞϖϞ9ϚϞϫϠ

The array size in the initialization statement and the number of elements contained within the curly braces must match. Furthermore, it is
possible to assign an array but not specify the initial values of the array, as
demonstrated in Listing 3.11.
Listing 3.11: Assigning without Literal Values
åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϠ

Arrays
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Assigning an array but not initializing the initial values will still initialize each element. The runtime initializes elements to their default values,
as follows:
• Reference types (such as åìá²Ëª) are initialized to ËñÄÄ.
• Numeric types are initialized to .
• ÒÒÄ is initialized to ©Äå.
• ¯á is initialized to ϒ.

Nonprimitive value types are recursively initialized by initializing
each of their fields to their default values. As a result, it is not necessary to
individually assign each element of an array before using it.

NOTE
In C# 2.0, it is possible to use the ©ñÄìϮϯ operator to produce the
default value of a data type. ©ñÄìϮϯ takes a data type as a parameter.
©ñÄìϮ²Ëìϯ, for example, produces  and ©ñÄìϮÒÒÄϯ produces
©Äå.

Because the array size is not included as part of the variable declaration,
it is possible to specify the size at runtime. For example, Listing 3.12 creates
an array based on the size specified in the ÒËåÒÄϛY=²ËϮϯ call.
Listing 3.12: Defining the Array Size at Runtime
åìá²ËªϬϭªáÒáă=²åìϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ìϮϞ+ÒýÊËă²ìÊåÒËì¯Ä²åìϜϞϯϠ
²Ëìå²Ĉй²ËìϛVáåϮ]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛY=²ËϮϯϯϠ
ªáÒáă=²åìйËýåìá²ËªϬå²ĈϭϠ
ϡϡϛϛϛ

C# initializes multidimensional arrays similarly. A comma separates
the size of each rank. Listing 3.13 initializes a tic-tac-toe board with no
moves.
Listing 3.13: Declaring a Two-Dimensional Array
²ËìϬϖϭÄÄåйËý²ËìϬ΅ϖ΅ϭϠ

ª²Ë΄ϛ

Ë΄ϛ
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Initializing a tic-tac-toe board with a specific position could be done as
shown in Listing 3.14.
Listing 3.14: Initializing a Two-Dimensional Array of Integers
²ËìϬϖϭÄÄåйϪ
Ϫϖϖ΄ϫϖ
Ϫϖ΄ϖϫϖ
Ϫϖ΄ϖϫ
ϫϠ

The initialization follows the pattern in which there is an array of three
elements of type ²ËìϬϭ, and each element has the same size; in this example,
the size is 3. Note that the sizes of each ²ËìϬϭ element must all be identical.
The declaration shown in Listing 3.15, therefore, is not valid.
Listing 3.15: A Multidimensional Array with Inconsistent Size, Causing an Error
ϡϡYYJYϕ¯²ÊËå²ÒËÊñåìÒËå²åìËìÄăå²Ĉ
²ËìϬϖϭÄÄåйϪ
Ϫϖϖ΄ϖϫϖ
Ϫϖ΄ϖϫϖ
Ϫϖ΄ϫ
Ϫϫ
ϫϠ

Representing tic-tac-toe does not require an integer in each position.
One alternative is to construct a separate virtual board for each player,
with each board containing a ÒÒÄ that indicates which positions the players
selected. Listing 3.16 corresponds to a three-dimensional board.
Listing 3.16: Initializing a Three-Dimensional Array
ÒÒÄϬϖϖϭÄÄåϠ
ÄÄåйËýÒÒÄϬ΄ϖ΅ϖ΅ϭ
Ϫ
ϡϡVÄăáÊÒüåϡϡy՟՟
ϪϪìáñϖ©Äåϖ©ÄåϫϖϡϡЀЀЀѐЀЀЀѐЀЀЀ
Ϫìáñϖ©Äåϖ©Äåϫϖϡϡy՟՟
Ϫìáñϖ©ÄåϖìáñϫϫϖϡϡЀЀЀѐЀЀЀѐЀЀЀ
ϡϡy՟՟y

ϡϡVÄăá΄ÊÒüåϡϡ՟՟J
ϪϪ©Äåϖ©ÄåϖìáñϫϖϡϡЀЀЀѐЀЀЀѐЀЀЀ
Ϫ©Äåϖìáñϖ©Äåϫϖϡϡ՟J՟
Ϫ©Äåϖìáñϖ©ÄåϫϫϡϡЀЀЀѐЀЀЀѐЀЀЀ
ϡϡ՟J՟
ϫϠ

Arrays

In this example, the board is initialized and the size of each rank is
explicitly identified. In addition to identifying the size as part of the Ëý
expression, the literal values for the array are provided. The literal values
of type ÒÒÄϬϖϖϭ are broken into two arrays of type ÒÒÄϬϖϭ, size 3 × 3.
Each two-dimensional array is composed of three ÒÒÄ arrays, size 3.
As already mentioned, each dimension in a multidimensional array
must be consistently sized. However, it is also possible to define a jagged
array, which is an array of arrays. Jagged array syntax is slightly different
from that of a multidimensional array; furthermore, jagged arrays do not
need to be consistently sized. Therefore, it is possible to initialize a jagged
array as shown in Listing 3.17.
Listing 3.17: Initializing a Jagged Array
²ËìϬϭϬϭÄÄåйϪ
Ëý²ËìϬϭϪϖϖ΄ϖϫϖ
Ëý²ËìϬϭϪϖ΄ϖϫϖ
Ëý²ËìϬϭϪϖ΄ϫϖ
Ëý²ËìϬϭϪϫ
ϫϠ

A jagged array doesn’t use a comma to identify a new dimension.
Rather, a jagged array defines an array of arrays. In Listing 3.17, Ϭϭ is
placed after the data type ²ËìϬϭ, thereby declaring an array of type ²ËìϬϭ.
Notice that a jagged array requires an array instance (or ËñÄÄ) for each
internal array. In the preceding example, you use Ëý to instantiate the internal element of the jagged arrays. Leaving out the instantiation would cause
a compile error.

Using an Array
You access a specific item in an array using the square bracket notation,
known as the array accessor. To retrieve the first item from an array, you
specify zero as the index. In Listing 3.18, the value of the fifth item (using
the index 4 because the first item is index 0) in the ÄËªñªå variable is
stored in the variable ÄËªñª.
Listing 3.18: Declaring and Accessing an Array
åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϪ
ϞϚϞϖϞJJ=ϞϖϞ9üϞϖ
ϞѐѐϞϖϞs²åñÄå²ϞϖϞVåÄϞϖ
Ϟ%ÒáìáËϞϖϞ=²åÞϞϖϞ9ϚϞϫϠ
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ϡϡYìá²ü©²©ì¯²ìÊ²ËÄËªñªåááăϮs²åñÄå²ϯ
åìá²ËªÄËªñªйÄËªñªåϬΆϭϠ

The square bracket notation is also used to store data into an array. Listing 3.19 switches the order of ϞѐѐϞ and Ϟ9üϞ.
Listing 3.19: Swapping Data between Positions in an Array
åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϪ
ϞϚϞϖϞJJ=ϞϖϞ9üϞϖ
ϞѐѐϞϖϞs²åñÄå²ϞϖϞVåÄϞϖ
Ϟ%ÒáìáËϞϖϞ=²åÞϞϖϞ9ϚϞϫϠ
ϡϡ]üϞѐѐϞìÒüá²ÄÄÄÄËªñª
åìá²ËªÄËªñªйÄËªñªåϬ΅ϭϠ
ϡϡåå²ªËϞ9üϞìÒì¯ѐѐÞÒå²ì²ÒË
ÄËªñªåϬ΅ϭйÄËªñªåϬ΄ϭϠ
ϡϡåå²ªËÄËªñªìÒÄÒì²ÒËÒ©Ϟ9üϞ
ÄËªñªåϬ΄ϭйÄËªñªϠ

For multidimensional arrays, an element is identified with an index for
each dimension, as shown in Listing 3.20.
Listing 3.20: Initializing a Two-Dimensional Array of Integers
²ËìϬϖϭÄÄåйϪ
Ϫϖϖ΄ϫϖ
Ϫϖ΄ϖϫϖ
Ϫϖ΄ϖϫ
ϫϠ
ϡϡ]ìì¯ý²ËË²Ëªì²ЀìЀìÒÊÒüìÒÞÄăá
ÄÄåϬϖϭйϠ

Jagged array element assignment is slightly different because it is consistent with the jagged array declaration. The first element is an array
within the array of arrays; the second index specifies the item within the
selected array element (see Listing 3.21).
Listing 3.21: Declaring a Jagged Array
²ËìϬϭϬϭÄÄåйϪ
Ëý²ËìϬϭϪϖϖ΄ϫϖ
Ëý²ËìϬϭϪϖ΄ϖϫϖ
Ëý²ËìϬϭϪϖ΄ϖϫ
ϫϠ
ÄÄåϬϭϬϭйϠ
ϡϡϛϛϛ

Arrays
Length

You can obtain the length of an array, as shown in Listing 3.22.
Listing 3.22: Retrieving the Length of an Array
ÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞc¯ááϪÄËªñªåϛ=Ëªì¯ϫÄËªñªå²Ëì¯ááăϛϞϯϠ

Arrays have a fixed length; they are bound such that the length cannot
be changed without re-creating the array. Furthermore, overstepping the
bounds (or length) of the array will cause the runtime to report an error.
This can occur when you attempt to access (either retrieve or assign) the
array with an index for which no element exists in the array. Such an error
frequently occurs when you use the array length as an index into the array,
as shown in Listing 3.23.
Listing 3.23: Accessing Outside the Bounds of an Array, Throwing an Exception
åìá²ËªÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϠ
ϛϛϛ
ϡϡYhDc.CYYJYϕ²ËĂÒñìÒ©ÒñËåϾå¯ÒñÄ
ϡϡΊ©Òáì¯ÄåìÄÊËì
ÄËªñªåϬΆϭйÄËªñªåϬϭϠ

NOTE
The =Ëªì¯ member returns the number of items in the array, not the
highest index. The =Ëªì¯ member for the ÄËªñªå variable is , but
the highest index for the ÄËªñªå variable is Ί, because that is how
far it is from the start.

Language Contrast: C++—Buffer Overflow Bugs
Unmanaged C++ does not always check whether you overstep the bounds on an array.
Not only can this be difficult to debug, but making this mistake can also result in a potential security error called a buffer overrun. In contrast, the Common Language Runtime
protects all C# (and Managed C++) code from overstepping array bounds, virtually eliminating the possibility of a buffer overrun issue in managed code.
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It is a good practice to use =Ëªì¯ in place of the hardcoded array size.
To use =Ëªì¯ as an index, for example, it is necessary to subtract 1 to
avoid an out-of-bounds error (see Listing 3.24).
Listing 3.24: Using =Ëªì¯Ѐ in the Array Index
åìá²ËªÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϠ
ϛϛϛ
ÄËªñªåϬΆϭйÄËªñªåϬÄËªñªåϛ=Ëªì¯ЀϭϠ

To avoid overstepping the bounds on an array, use a length check to verify
that the array has a length greater than 0, and use =Ëªì¯Ͼ in place of a
hardcoded value when accessing the last item in the array (see Listing 3.24).
=Ëªì¯ returns the total number of elements in an array. Therefore, if
you had a multidimensional array such as ÒÒÄÄÄåϬϖϖϭ of size 2 × 3 × 3,
=Ëªì¯ would return the total number of elements, 18.
For a jagged array, =Ëªì¯ returns the number of elements in the first
array. Because a jagged array is an array of arrays, =Ëªì¯ evaluates only
the outside containing array and returns its element count, regardless of
what is inside the internal arrays.
More Array Methods

Arrays include additional methods for manipulating the elements within
the array—for example, ]ÒáìϮϯ , ²Ëáă]á¯Ϯϯ , YüáåϮϯ , and
ÄáϮϯ (see Listing 3.25).
Listing 3.25: Additional Array Methods
ÄååVáÒªáÊÊ²Ëª=Ëªñªå
Ϫ
åìì²üÒ²C²ËϮϯ
Ϫ
åìá²ËªϬϭÄËªñªåйËýåìá²ËªϬϭϪ
ϞϚϞϖϞJJ=ϞϖϞ9üϞϖ
ϞѐѐϞϖϞs²åñÄå²ϞϖϞVåÄϞϖ
Ϟ%ÒáìáËϞϖϞ=²åÞϞϖϞ9ϚϞϫϠ
]ăåìÊϛááăϛ]ÒáìϮÄËªñªåϯϠ
åìá²Ëªåá¯]ìá²ËªйϞJJ=ϞϠ
²Ëì²ËĂй]ăåìÊϛááăϛ²Ëáă]á¯Ϯ
ÄËªñªåϖåá¯]ìá²ËªϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
Ϟc¯ýüÒ©ì¯©ñìñáϖϞ
ѐСϞϪåá¯]ìá²Ëªϫϖ²åì²ËĂϪ²ËĂϫϛϞϯϠ

Arrays
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞϪϞ%²áåìÄÊËìϞϖЀ΄ϫϒìϪϞ=åìÄÊËìϞϖЀ΄ϫϞϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞϪϞЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀϞϖЀ΄ϫϒìϪϞЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀЀϞϖЀ΄ϫϞϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞϪÄËªñªåϬϭϖЀ΄ϫϒìϪÄËªñªåϬÄËªñªåϛ=Ëªì¯ЀϭϖЀ΄
ϫϞϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛááăϛYüáåϮÄËªñªåϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞϪÄËªñªåϬϭϖЀ΄ϫϒìϪÄËªñªåϬÄËªñªåϛ=Ëªì¯ЀϭϖЀ΄
ϫϞϯϠ
ϡϡDÒìì¯²åÒåËÒìáÊÒüÄÄ²ìÊå©áÒÊì¯ááăϛ
ϡϡYì¯áϖ²ìåìå¯²ìÊìÒì¯ìăÞЏå©ñÄìüÄñϛ
]ăåìÊϛááăϛÄáϮÄËªñªåϖϖÄËªñªåϛ=Ëªì¯ϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞϪÄËªñªåϬϭϖЀ΄ϫϒìϪÄËªñªåϬÄËªñªåϛ=Ëªì¯ЀϭϖЀ΄
ϫϞϯϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞ©ìáÄá²Ëªϖì¯ááăå²Ĉ²åϕϪÄËªñªåϛ=Ëªì¯ϫϞϯϠ
ϫ
ϫ

The results of Listing 3.25 are shown in Output 3.2.
Output 3.2
The wave of the future, COBOL, is at index 2.
First Element
------------C#
Visual Basic

Last Element
-----------Visual Basic
C#

After clearing, the array size is: 9

Access to these methods is obtained through the ]ăåìÊϛááă class.
For the most part, using these methods is self-explanatory, except for two
noteworthy items:
• Before using the ²Ëáă]á¯Ϯϯ method, it is important to sort

the array. If values are not sorted in increasing order, the incorrect
index may be returned. If the search element does not exist, the
value returned is negative. (Using the complement operator, е²ËĂ,
returns the first index, if any, that is larger than the searched
value.)
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• The ÄáϮϯ method does not remove elements of the array and

does not set the length to zero. The array size is fixed and cannot
be modified. Therefore, the ÄáϮϯ method sets each element in
the array to its default value (©Äå, , or ËñÄÄ). This explains why
ÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮϯ creates a blank line when writing out the
array after ÄáϮϯ is called.

Language Contrast: Visual Basic—Redimensioning Arrays
Visual Basic includes a Y²Ê statement for changing the number of items in an array.
Although there is no equivalent C#-specific keyword, there is a method available in
.NET 2.0 that will re-create the array and then copy all the elements over to the new array.
This method is called ]ăåìÊϛááăϛYå²Ĉ.

Array Instance Methods

Like strings, arrays have instance members that are accessed not from
the data type but directly from the variable. =Ëªì¯ is an example of an
instance member because access to =Ëªì¯ is through the array variable,
not the class. Other significant instance members are &ì=Ëªì¯Ϯϯ, YËÁ,
and ÄÒËϮϯ.
Retrieving the length of a particular dimension does not require the
=Ëªì¯ property. To retrieve the size of a particular rank, an array includes
a &ì=Ëªì¯Ϯϯ instance method. When calling this method, it is necessary
to specify the rank whose length will be returned (see Listing 3.26).
Listing 3.26: Retrieving a Particular Dimension’s Size
ÒÒÄϬϖϖϭÄÄåϠ
ÄÄåйËýÒÒÄϬ΄ϖ΅ϖ΅ϭϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮÄÄåϛ&ì=Ëªì¯ϮϯϯϠϡϡ²åÞÄăå΄

The results of Listing 3.26 appear in Output 3.3.
Output 3.3
2

Listing 3.26 displays ΄ because that is the number of elements in the first
dimension.

Arrays

It is also possible to retrieve the entire array’s rank by accessing the
array’s YËÁ member. ÄÄåϛYËÁ, for example, will return ΅.
By default, assigning one array variable to another copies only the array
reference, not the individual elements of the array. To make an entirely new
copy of the array, use the array’s ÄÒËϮϯ method. The ÄÒËϮϯ method
will return a copy of the array; changing any of the members of this new
array will not affect the members of the original array.

Strings as Arrays
Variables of type åìá²Ëª are accessible like an array of characters. For
example, to retrieve the fourth character of a string called ÞÄ²ËáÒÊ,
you can call ÞÄ²ËáÒÊϬ΅ϭ. Note, however, that because strings are
immutable, it is not possible to assign particular characters within a string.
C#, therefore, would not allow ÞÄ²ËáÒÊϬ΅ϭйϟϟ, where ÞÄ²ËáÒÊ
is declared as a string. Listing 3.27 uses the array accessor to determine
whether an argument on the command line is an option, where an option
is identified by a dash as the first character.
Listing 3.27: Looking for Command-Line Options
åìá²ËªϬϭáªåϠ
ϛϛϛ
²©ϮáªåϬϭϬϭййϟЀϟϯ
Ϫ
ϡϡc¯²åÞáÊìá²åËÒÞì²ÒË
ϫ

This snippet uses the ²© statement, which is covered in Chapter 4. In
addition, it presents an interesting example because you use the array
accessor to retrieve the first element in the array of strings, áªå. Following
the first array accessor is a second one, which retrieves the first character of
the string. The code, therefore, is equivalent to that shown in Listing 3.28.
Listing 3.28: Looking for Command-Line Options (Simplified)
åìá²ËªϬϭáªåϠ
ϛϛϛ
åìá²ËªáªйáªåϬϭϠ
²©ϮáªϬϭййϟЀϟϯ
Ϫ
ϡϡc¯²åÞáÊìá²åËÒÞì²ÒË
ϫ
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Not only can string characters be accessed individually using the array
accessor, but it is also possible to retrieve the entire string as an array of characters using the string’s cÒ¯áááăϮϯ method. Using this approach, you could
reverse the string with the ]ăåìÊϛááăϛYüáåϮϯ method, as demonstrated in Listing 3.29, which determines whether a string is a palindrome.
Listing 3.29: Reversing a String
ÄååVÄ²ËáÒÊ
Ϫ
åìì²üÒ²C²ËϮϯ
Ϫ
åìá²ËªáüáåϖÞÄ²ËáÒÊϠ
¯áϬϭìÊÞϠ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ìϮϞËìáÞÄ²ËáÒÊϕϞϯϠ
ÞÄ²ËáÒÊй]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛY=²ËϮϯϠ

ϡϡYÊÒüåÞåËÒËüáììÒÄÒýáå
áüáåйÞÄ²ËáÒÊϛYÞÄϮϞϞϖϞϞϯϠ
áüáåйáüáåϛcÒ=ÒýáϮϯϠ
ϡϡÒËüáììÒËááă
ìÊÞйáüáåϛcÒ¯áááăϮϯϠ
ϡϡYüáåì¯ááă
]ăåìÊϛááăϛYüáåϮìÊÞϯϠ

ϡϡÒËüáìì¯ááăÁìÒåìá²ËªË
ϡϡ¯Á²©áüáååìá²Ëª²åì¯åÊ
²©ϮáüáåййËýåìá²ËªϮìÊÞϯϯ
Ϫ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞϒϞϪÞÄ²ËáÒÊϫϒϞ²åÞÄ²ËáÒÊϛϞϯϠ
ϫ
Äå
Ϫ
]ăåìÊϛÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
СϞϒϞϪÞÄ²ËáÒÊϫϒϞ²åDJcÞÄ²ËáÒÊϛϞϯϠ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ

The results of Listing 3.29 appear in Output 3.4.
Output 3.4
Enter a palindrome: NeverOddOrEven
"NeverOddOrEven" is a palindrome.
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This example uses the Ëý keyword; this time, it creates a new string from
the reversed array of characters.

Common Array Errors
This section introduced the three types of arrays: single-dimensional, multidimensional, and jagged arrays. Several rules and idiosyncrasies govern array
declaration and use. Table 3.3 points out some of the most common errors
and helps solidify the rules. Try reviewing the code in the Common Mistake
column first (without looking at the Error Description and Corrected Code
columns) as a way of verifying your understanding of arrays and their syntax.
Table 3.3: Common Array Coding Errors

Common Mistake

Error Description

Corrected Code

²ËìËñÊáåϬϭϠ

The square braces for
declaring an array
appear after the data
type, not after the
variable identifier.

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåϠ

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåϠ
ËñÊáåйϪΆ΄ϖΊΆϖΈΊϫϠ

When assigning an
array after declaration, it is necessary to
use the Ëý keyword
and then specify the
data type.

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåϠ
ËñÊáåйËý²ËìϬϭϪ
Ά΄ϖΊΆϖΈΊϫ

²ËìϬ΅ϭËñÊáåй
ϪΆ΄ϖΊΆϖΈΊϫϠ

It is not possible to
specify the array size
as part of the variable
declaration.

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåй
ϪΆ΄ϖΊΆϖΈΊϫϠ

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåй
Ëý²ËìϬϭϠ

The array size is
required at initialization time unless
an array literal is
provided.

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåй
Ëý²ËìϬ΅ϭϠ

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåй
Ëý²ËìϬ΅ϭϪϫ

The array size is specified as ΅, but there
are no elements in the
array literal. The array
size must match the
number of elements in
the array literal.

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåй
Ëý²ËìϬ΅ϭ
ϪΆ΄ϖΊΆϖΈΊϫϠ

continues
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Table 3.3: Common Array Coding Errors (continued)

Common Mistake

Error Description

Corrected Code

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåй
Ëý²ËìϬ΅ϭϠ
ÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
ËñÊáåϬ΅ϭϯϠ

Array indexes start at
zero. Therefore, the
last item is one less
than the array size.
(Note that this is a
runtime error, not a
compile-time error.)

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåй
Ëý²ËìϬ΅ϭϠ
ÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
ËñÊáåϬ΄ϭϯϠ

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåй
Ëý²ËìϬ΅ϭϠ
ËñÊáåϬËñÊáåϛ=Ëªì¯ϭй
Ά΄Ϡ

Same as previous
error: 1 needs to be
subtracted from the
=Ëªì¯ to access the
last element. (Note
that this is a runtime
error, not a compiletime error.)

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåй
Ëý²ËìϬ΅ϭϠ
ËñÊáåϬËñÊáåϛ
=Ëªì¯Ѐϭй
Ά΄Ϡ

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåϠ
ÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
ËñÊáåϬϭϯϠ

ËñÊáå has not yet

²ËìϬϭËñÊáåйϪΆ΄ϖΊΆϫϠ
ÒËåÒÄϛtá²ì=²ËϮ
ËñÊáåϬϭϯϠ

²ËìϬϖϭËñÊáåй
ϪϪΆ΄ϫϖ
ϪΊΆϖΆ΄ϫϫϠ

Multidimensional
arrays must be structured consistently.

²ËìϬϖϭËñÊáåй
ϪϪΆ΄ϖΈΊϫϖ
ϪΊΆϖΆ΄ϫϫϠ

²ËìϬϭϬϭËñÊáåй
ϪϪΆ΄ϖΊΆϫϖ
ϪΊΆϖΆ΄ϫϫϠ

Jagged arrays require
instantiated arrays
to be specified for
the arrays within the
array.

²ËìϬϭϬϭËñÊáåй
ϪËý²ËìϬϭϪΆ΄ϖΊΆϫϖ
Ëý²ËìϬϭϪΊΆϖΆ΄ϫϫϠ

been assigned an
instantiated array, so
it cannot be accessed.

SUMMARY
We began the chapter with a discussion of two different categories of types:
value types and reference types. These are fundamental concepts that are
important for C# programmers to understand because they change the
underlying way a type behaves even though it might not be obvious when
reading through the code.
Before discussing arrays, we looked at two language constructs
that were added in later versions. First, we introduced the nullable modifier, (Ϝ), which was added to the language in C# 2.0 and enables value

Summar y

types to store null. Second, we introduced tuples and a new syntax introduced with C# 7.0 that provides language support for working with tuples
without having to work explicitly with the underlying data type.
This chapter closed with coverage of C# syntax for arrays, along with
the various means of manipulating arrays. For many developers, the syntax
can seem rather daunting at first, so the section included a list of the common
errors associated with coding arrays.
The next chapter looks at expressions and control flow statements. The
²© statement, which appeared a few times toward the end of this chapter,
is discussed as well.
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